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"New methods for probing the properties and dynamics of 
molecular quantum systems" 

Experimental methods originally developed in the context of atomic physics and the quantum sciences 
increasingly fertilise new research directions in other disciplines. In this talk, we will give an overview of how 
cooling and control techniques from the realm of ultracold atoms and ions can be applied to progressively 
complex molecular systems in order to push the frontiers of molecular and chemical physics [1].

First, we will discuss new types of hybrid experiments for the simultaneous trapping of cold ions and 
ultracold atoms which enable the investigation of ion-neutral interactions at very low energies. By extending 
hybrid-trapping techniques to molecular systems, it has recently become possible to probe exotic molecular 
processes and intermolecular interactions at an unprecedented level of detail [1]. Second, we will highlight a 
new method to control interactions of complex molecules by isolating distinct molecular geometries and 
quantum states using electric fields and inducing their collisions with cold trapped ions [2]. Third, we will 
discuss how single isolated molecules can be controlled on the quantum level which serves as a basis for 
upcoming molecular quantum technologies [3] and precise measurements of molecular properties and spectra 
[4]. The presentation will finish with an outlook on ongoing and future developments.
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